
IBERDROLA Supplier Management
GoSupply Supporting Global Supply Chain 
Management Transformation in the Utilities Sector



Engagement Case 

With over 170 years of history, Iberdrola is one of the world’s largest 
electricity utilities in terms of market capitalisation and a global  
energy leader in renewable energies, being the number one producer 
of wind power. Iberdrola supplies energy to almost 100 million  
people in dozens of countries, has more than 600,000 shareholders,  
a workforce comprising more than 35,000 employees and assets  
worth more than €122 billion.

Iberdrola is a global leader within the highly regulated sector of 
Utilities and has a large number of global and local suppliers, many  
of them involved in multi-billion projects. Potential supply chain 
disruptions could bring significant material impact to Iberdrola, 
financially, environmentally and reputationally. 

Objective

Within the overarching objective of driving a global and digital transformation program in the 
procurement area across the entire organization, Iberdrola sought to transform their existing 
supplier prequalification programmes in different geographies into a single global real-time 
supply chain risk management tool. With that in mind, Iberdrola partnered with GoSupply to 
adopt our supplier risk management solution and allow Iberdrola to build resilience in its supply 
chain as well as provide real time capabilities to evaluate, mitigate, control and report on both 
current and potential risks across its entire supply chain. 

Operationally, the new solution had to be fully integrated with Iberdrola’s new Ariba-based  
IBUY purchasing platform, to incorporate real-time risk management into their multi-billion 
procurement decision-making processes.

 Within Procurement, we established two key strategic 
objectives: the transformation of our procurement function 
including the harmonization of supplier risk management, 
and to increase the number of suppliers that would meet the 
sustainability targets set by Iberdrola. 

GoSupply is a key element of the system we have created  
to achieve these two objectives since it’s the tool we use to 
collect, analyse and synthesize all relevant risk information  
in real time, manage them, implement action plans and 
collaborate with our suppliers to make their businesses  
- and by extension, Iberdrola’s business - more sustainable 
Asís Canales, Director of Procurement and Insurances at Iberdrola



Challenges 

As part of the global procurement transformation program Iberdrola  
was driving across their organizations, the solution selected for supplier 
risk  management had to address a list of specific challenges, such as:

Through the ambitious system we have implemented, we are  
able to assess in a unique and consistent way all risks associated 
to our 20.000+ suppliers. Besides, GoSupply allows us to get a 
comprehensive view, both at supplier and aggregated levels, of 
any risks related to Sustainability, Financial and Health & Safety, 
what has meant for us a great leap forward in the quality of the 
relationship of Iberdrola with its suppliers
Ramón Zumárraga, Director of Purchasing Services at Iberdrola

Integration with Iberdrola’s new IBUY 
procurement platform to enable Iberdrola 
buyers to assess any supplier on their  
risk situation using homogeneous key  
risk indicators at the time of invitation to 
tenders, during negotiations as well as the 
time of confirmation of contract awards

Compliance with European legislation  
(e.j. GDPR) and local regulations related to 
procurement and contracting procedures 
across three regions (Europe, US, Latam)

Monitor supplier risks for more than  
25 countries at three different levels,  
since suppliers are segmented depending  
on their relationship with Iberdrola, 
analyzing up to 13 different risk categories

Provide the tool to ensure and monitor  
that critical Iberdrola suppliers comply with 
the company’s world-leading sustainability 
requirements

Cover Iberdrola’s entire global supply  
chain (over 20.000 suppliers), supporting  
a dynamic procurement organization in 
Spain, USA, Brazil, UK and México

IBERDROLA SUPPLIER DASHBOARD
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IBERDROLA GLOBAL DASHBOARD

Solution Implemented

Within GoSupply modular platform, the solution implemented 
incorporated the following aspects:

Global 
dashboard 

GoSupply platform is 
designed to transform 
information into insights 
and display them intuitively. 
Some of the widgets 
included in the platform 
were Portfolio overview, 
Geolocation, Advanced 
Search, Reporting, 
Sustainability, Adverse 
News, Alerts and Scoring

Supplier Risk Scoring  
in different categories: 
financial/credit risk, 
geopolitical, health & safety, 
Sustainability (Environmental, 
Social and Governance) 

Real time risk alerts:  
50 different risk alert types 
within GoSupply 150+ alerts 
portfolio constructed over  
100+risk taxonomies

Deep-dive risk analysis and 
monitoring in performance,  
sustainability, operations,  
and financial dependence

Real-time supplier 
information on financial, 
adverse news, sanctions, 
and shareholding structure

Collection and Validation 
of additional information 
and documentation from 
suppliers 

Multiple scoring and 
monitoring

Supplier qualification, 
real-time risk monitoring 
of all Iberdrola suppliers 
in a single platform

Supply Chain Risk 
Management, including 
13 risk categories and 
targeted alerts over 
200 data points
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SUSTAINABILITY SCORING, DISTRIBUTION AND DETAIL BY SUPPLIER

The geographies covered by the program  
- in constant expansion - are Spain, UK, US,  
Brazil, Mexico and International (Australia,  
Portugal, France, Germany, Italy, Greece…)

More important, Iberdrola has sustainability integrated 
in the DNA of the organization. Iberdrola’s vision is to 
consider their supply chain as a critical stakeholder. 
Therefore, Iberdrola has set an ambitious target for 
critical suppliers - named Iberdrola 360 - to improve 
the sustainability of their businesses, measured by 
their in-house developed sustainability score, using 
GoSupply platform to monitor the progress on  
this strategic target - and many more - in real time 

Results so far

Iberdrola designed this model to cover its entire supply chain in different 
geographies. Nonetheless, critical suppliers always require a more  
in-depth monitoring, therefore Iberdrola suppliers were segmented  
in three categories: Elementary, Basic and Iberdrola 360.
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In the near future, it will be crucial for global companies to have 
fully integrated systems to manage supplier’s risks, not only to 
monitor those risks in real time, but to develop action plans in 
collaboration with suppliers to support them in making their 
businesses more sustainable. 

With GoSupply we have addressed the challenge we had been 
facing for so long: to have a single and homogeneous vision  
of the more than 15.000 main suppliers of The Group 
Ramón Zumárraga, Director of Purchasing Services at Iberdrola

Benefits already achieved

The Iberdrola supplier program is already in its second year of 
implementation. During this time, significant benefits across multiple 
areas have already been achieved, with some more on their way.   
We have summarized some of the key ones below:

Next steps

GoSupply continues broadening and deepening our 
partnership with Iberdrola, increasing the number of 
suppliers evaluated in the platform and adding new 
modules, functionalities and teams involved with GoSupply, 
to increase Iberdrola’s confidence, protect the value of  
the Iberdrola Brand and support its sustainable growth.

Single, global, centralized source of  
supplier data to assess, manage, mitigate, 
improve, report and take action on risks  
and compliance levels

Standardization of risk KPIs across 
Iberdrola’s subholdings and geographies, 
reaching almost 20.000 suppliers to date

Contribution to the long-term viability  
and sustainability of Ibedrola’s business, 
reduction of costs associated to  
non-compliance, and protection  
of Iberdrola’s brand reputation

Streamlined procurement processes,  
truly incorporating credit risk, compliance 
and sustainability management into 
procurement decisions and performance 
management, in real time

Raise the bar in sustainability for the entire 
supply chain, getting real-time visibility  
of supplier sustainability levels, alerts  
and potential issues and integrating those 
into Ibedrola’s purchasing platform to 
empower Iberdrola procurement teams  
to take decisions


